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1. The culture of the indigenous people of Hawai'i has been criminalized through the 
political and legal institutions of the State of Hawai'i and the United States. 

a. The right to engage in customary or traditional Hawaiian practices is protected by 
a potentially unsound State of Hawaii Constitucional provision. Article XII, 
Section 7 will likely be found to be "racially discriminatory" by a United States 
judicial tribunal. The United States Supreme Court considers Hawaiians to be a 
racial group, as opposed to a political nation. The plain language of the 
constitution uses a "'racial term." 

b. There may also be an argument for "takings" in violation of the 5 t h and 14* 
Amendments of the United Stales Constitution. Settlers claim to be deprived of 
cherished privacy because kumu hula and other Hawaiians currently enjoy the 
right to engage on undeveloped lands. Although the settlers occupy all lands 
subject to the right of Hawaiians, American courts say otherwise. 

c. The State of Hawaii legislature has introduced a series of laws to severely limit or 
extinguish the right of Hawaiians to practice their culture. These laws encumber 
Hawaiians with paperwork and improperly limit existing rights. 

2. The solution to the problem under American imposed law is "Federal Recognition" 
and this may prove to be worse than existing problems. There is no guarantee that 
federal recognition will preserve gathering rights. 

a. Most Native Americans possess gathering rights in United States law by virtue of 
treaties. The Akaka Bill is not a treaty, though the U.S. will try to use it to settle 
Hawaiian claims, and does not transfer any lands to the Hawaiian people. It is 
vague and subject to amendments without the consent of the Hawaiian people. 

b. The United States and the State of Hawaii have corrupted the self-determination of 
the Hawaiian people through threats and bribes. 

c. The push for federal recognition has been divisive and encouraged many non-
Hawaiians to push for a premature "global settlement." 

d. There have been secret meetings, cooption, and threats to cease funding of 
Hawaiian programs. This is blackmail of the Hawaiian people to accept federal 
recognition without adequate discussion or agreement among Hawaiians. 

3. The survival of Hawaiian culture is severely endangered by continued exposure to the 
colonizer's legal system. The General Assembly and this Forum should directly 
address the shameful violations of international human rights by the United States. 

a. It is possible to pass a law to grant kumu hula, the receptacles of Hawaiian 
knowledge and perpetuators of Hawaiian culture, a privilege to engage in 
Hawaiian practices based on their skills and education, as opposed to any so-called 
"racial basis." This would stop the rush to settlement imposed by the U.S. on 
Hawaiians and give Hawaiians time to develop strong indigenous institutions. 


